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Executive Summary
This final report by Louise Kempton (LK) and David Marlow (DM) presents advice on a potential 'Validity
Framework' for the vision and major concepts being considered by 'Gloucestershire 2050' (G2050)
leadership team(s) in framing their long term ambitions for the County.
A 'Validity Framework', in this exercise, is a multi-purpose tool which can be used to assess the strategic
alignment, fit and impact of interventions against the long term goals of G2050. It will be deployed as
part of G2050's prioritisation, design, appraisal, review and evaluation processes; informing the
rationale and narrative of the G2050 approach. It corresponds well with the Treasury Green Book
Outline Business Case (OBC) strategic appraisal, although its purposes are wider. In terms of appraisal,
it sits as the strategic building block within an overall 'Delivery Framework'.
In formulating the framework we assessed a number of existing place-based indices (e.g. sustainable
and smart cities, wellbeing approaches) and process tools (e.g. logical framework, Green Book). We
discussed these in a workshop with a project steering group before producing a bespoke tool tailored
to and shaped by G2050 ambitions. This is illustrated below:

IMPACT

INDICATORS

EVIDENCE

We then applied the tool to six conceptual pen pictures identified by the G2050 visioning and Leading
Places exercises as transformers for improved long term outcomes of the county - Supercity,
Cyberpark, Regional Parks, Lydney - Sharpness Bridge, Cotswold Airport, and Cotswold Water Park. The
tool was used for preliminary strategic qualitative appraisal solely against a high level description of
each concept to test its applicability and relevance - NOT as a definitive judgement on the concepts.
For each concept high level rationales, risks/assumptions, design principles to improve impact and a
broad-brush score against each component of the framework are provided.
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The outcomes of this 'first pass' deployment of the framework may be summarised as:
Transformer

Total
Comments
Score/100

Supercity

64

Cyberpark

68.5

Regional Parks

41.0

Lydney-Sharpness
Bridge

36

Cotswold Airport

13.5

Cotswold
Park

Water 36.5

 Envisages the planned growth of Cheltenham and Gloucester as a coherent 'top20' UK conurbation
 A genuine, credible, strong transformer with a number of specific investment
anchors (including Cyberpark) already identified
 Beyond the obvious complexity, planning and property frameworks, further issues
to be addressed include inclusivity (e.g. benefits for existing residents), city
'culture' (in its broadest senses), connectivity and relationships both within county
and to UK/global metros
 Already ongoing, and builds on existing County USPs. Anchored by a ‘district’ of the
Supercity which scales up GCHQ impact and related opportunities.
 Key issues include ensuring this does not become a self-contained, exclusive
enclave; attracting and retaining talent at the scale required to be internationally
significant; and spreading positive impact and multipliers across the county
 Seeks to increase the roles, functions, profile and reputation of Severn Vale and
Forest of Dean as key components of the Gloucestershire offer
 Important component of ensuring that these areas do participate in and benefit
from overall G2050 approach. Probably requires bridge (see below) to be credible,
but current lack of detail and specificity.
 Need to address risks of commuterism and/or focus on predominantly lower value
business and jobs in these areas
 A bridge to better connect Forest of Dean to rest of county, and to create synergies
for Regional Parks, Supercity etc.
 The bridge is an enabler and can only be a transformer with major investments as
in Regional Parks
 The development of a major regional airport for Gloucestershire
 Scores poorly because of the low degree of specificity in the current profile, with
no credible evidence of demand, and no consideration of alternative options (e.g.
improving connectivity to existing airports)
 An existing brand/offer with considerable strengths - seeks to remodel and
develop as an international venue for visits, conferences, events etc.
 Need to separate International Conference Venue ambition (highly speculative)
from wider Water Park development (which has considerable potential)
 Challenging to deliver major physical remodelling - particularly to stimulate
demand of national and international scale and quality

As stated above, these are NOT definitive judgements on each concept. G2050 teams need to
undertake their own assessments. However, they do reflect the levels of specificity of each profile
provided to LK and DM. We consider the framework provides a very useful and relevant checklist for
strategic design and appraisal.
We fully recognise that the validity framework will and should evolve as G2050 proceeds. However, we
consider this has been a useful high level exercise to define and test the approach.

Louise Kempton, David Marlow, January 2018
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Chapter One: Analysis
Context: Gloucestershire has been working on refreshing and firming up its long term development
plans for the county since 2016. This needs to address both the realisation of the county's considerable
assets, capabilities and potential; the 'risks' of being perceived to be 'stuck in the middle' of many
national local growth and devolution agendas; and the disruptive shocks and changes of the Brexit
negotiation period and its aftermath.
'Vision 2050' is sketching out a long term direction of travel and 'big ticket' transformers which might
anchor changes Gloucestershire wishes to achieve by 2050. Leading Places is building strategic
leadership structures and processes that can steer them. Vision 2050's latest work articulates six
concepts that describe these transformational anchors - Supercity, a Cotswold Airport, LydneySharpness, Cyberpark, Cotswold Waterpark, and Regional Parks. The precise form these will take will
evolve and change over short and medium terms.
At the same time as Vision 2050 was evolving the University, with the County Council, enrolled on
Leading Places in 2016, a programme developed in partnership between the Local Government
Association, the Higher Education Funding Council for England, and Universities UK. The programme
was developed in response to increasing devolution of powers from national to local government and
seeks to build and transfer best practice in collaborative leadership between combined or local
authorities, universities and other local anchor institutions. One of six projects in phase 1, the
Gloucestershire Leading Places project focused on how to improve the long-term, strategic leadership
of the County, most specially to ensure that Gloucestershire fulfils its potential for economic
development.
Although separate in origin, the two projects (Vision 2050 and Leading Places) have come together
around a central theme of enabling decision makers and advocates to step outside of the status quo
of current development plans, short-term political pressures, frameworks, and initiatives, to consider
where Gloucestershire needs to be in 2050. While Vision 2050 can be seen as providing strategic
guidance (what the county wants to achieve and why), Leading Places provides the mechanism for
developing the process of how these ambitions will be realised.
In July 2017 these two strands of work came together in a Phase 2 Leading Places project. This further
work has become known as the Big Conversation. The Big Conversation is a programme which includes
three separate projects:
a) The Big Conversation: a very broad, innovative, and original public engagement exercise
that will start with a Big Launch in February 2018 and last until Autumn 2018;
b) A process to assess the relative impact of the ideas in the 2050 Vision as a way of informing
judgements about priorities;
c) An exercise to test the delivery models in the County and their preparedness or suitability
for taking the Vision forward.
The validity framework project: As part of its Leading Places Phase 2 programme, known as ‘The
Big Conversation’, Gloucestershire University commissioned The Centre for Urban and Regional
Development Studies at Newcastle University and Third Life Economics to test the validity and
effectiveness of the six ideas in the 2050 Vision (project b of the Big Conversation).
This is intended to be a fairly swift and high level exercise to reflect the early stage of development of
the Vision 2050 ideas, and not an in-depth analysis or planning process. The purpose is to create a
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framework for objective, standardised assessment of the relative impact of different proposals,
focusing on the likely ability of each of the six ideas (or any similar ideas that emerge through the big
conversation) to deliver against a desired set of outcomes, such as improving the quality of life,
ensuring equitable growth, increasing productivity, retaining more young people in the county and so
on. These factors (the desired outcomes) were also to be determined as part of this exercise.
What we did: The approach to the project involved six steps as follows:
Phase One - Inception: Following award of the commission an inception meeting was held with the
client (including some members of the Big Conversation Steering Group) on 5th October to firm up the
approach, agree milestones and respective expectations, and clarify any outstanding issues and/or
developments and thinking from Gloucestershire since the issuing of the project brief.
Phase Two - Desk Research: This phase involved further desk research of the Vision 2050 work;
wider Gloucestershire performance, policy and projection evidence bases; appraisal and impact tools
and techniques; and good practice examples for long term leadership and management of place. The
output from this phase was a more detailed understanding of Gloucestershire context and ambitions
and identification of good practice (national and international) in development and appraisal of longrun place-based development plans.
Phase Three - Formulation of framework options: Using the Phase One outputs a number of
options for a validity framework were formulated drawing on national and international existing
approaches as well as designing/suggesting bespoke and hybrid approaches.
Phase Four - Testing and consultation: A half-day workshop was held on 25th October with Steering
Group members to discuss in more depth what the purpose of the framework should be, present
existing approaches and their pros and cons, present and discuss what a bespoke Gloucestershire
approach might look like and agree the approach for the next phase.
Phase Five – Initial Proposition: Following the workshop an initial proposition was developed with
two framework options. Following feedback from the Steering Group this was modified and finalised.
Phase Six - Final Report: This describes the preferred validity framework; a preliminary appraisal of
the six ideas against the framework; and recommendations for further work to progress this strand of
activity and iterate it with other strands of the Big Conversation.
Policy and practice review: A range of existing frameworks and processes were reviewed with seven
being identified as potentially relevant for the review and analysis of the proposed vision 2050 projects.
Five focus on the content of outcomes - KPMG Magnet Cities, GT Vibrant Economy, OECD Wellbeing,
and EU Smart and Sustainable Cities measures. In process terms we also considered Treasury Green
and Magenta Books assurance methodologies, and the international development-derived logical
framework. Our assessments of these tools is at Appendix One.
Analysis: No one existing framework, index or process was considered ideally suited to be ‘cut and
paste’ into a validity framework for Vision 2050. The choice was therefore between taking a hybrid
approach of picking the positive characteristics from a range of approaches, or an entirely bespoke
approach of creating something totally unique for Gloucestershire. The latter was rejected as an
approach due to challenges of comparability and external understanding/buy-in, difficulties of data
availability, determining specifics and rationale for decision-making, and lack of consistency with
business-as-usual structures and processes.
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Therefore a hybrid approach is proposed which:




Selects (some) of the Magnet and Sustainable Cities principles to articulate the vision and
outcomes (impacts) being sought
Selects (some) of the Vibrant, Wellbeing Index and European Smart Cities indicators to set
targets, establish a base-line and assess strength of the proposed projects
Uses a Logical Framework-type approach, map in additional dimensions such as risks, issues,
assumptions and design principles to maximise impact

After feedback on a first draft of the framework the initial nine impacts were reduced to eight. These
are:









A Magnet County
An Innovative Country
A Skilled County
A Prosperous Country
An Inclusive County
A Healthy, Happy County
A Connected County
A Sustainable County

Against each impact there is an overarching indicator of success with two sources of evidence, each of
which is objectively externally verifiable. A ninth impact, A Wise County was removed due to difficulties
identifying robust sources of evidence. A weighting mechanism was also developed giving 37% to
Magnet County (representing Gloucestershire's priority to tackle the demographic challenge, and 9%
for each of the other impacts. A crude scoring mechanism was adopted of a five rank score - High (10),
broadly +ve (5), Neutral (0), broadly -ve (-5) and Poor (-10) - representing the qualitative character of
our preliminary assessment.
A concern was raised about the ‘backward looking’ nature of the evidence sources proposed. However
it is felt that the combination of the forward looking, ambitious nature of the impacts being sought and
the design of the framework to build a picture of what success looks like mitigates this. Having
verifiable evidence will be important for benchmarking and tracking progress in order to review and
revise plans as needed.
Case studies: Whilst there are considerable insights that may be drawn from experience elsewhere,
we do consider that the approach being taken by Gloucestershire in formulating a tailored validity
framework at this early stage of the G2050 process is genuinely breaking new ground in this type of
exercise. Rather than contrive a case study, therefore, this section outlines some relevant
considerations (both positive and contra-indications) that we have picked up during our analysis.
For Supercity, the type of case studies G2050 might consider should focus on new/garden city
development, and on polycentric two-city functional economic sub-regions.
In the UK, any new city should consider the Milton Keynes example. Not only is it Europe's premier
new city, but its leverage of its location on the London-Birmingham and Oxford-Cambridge corridors
has some resonance with Supercity's positioning on London - Wales and Birmingham - Bristol
corridors. Similarly, Garden City principles should have some relevance to the urban extensions and
use of the gap between Gloucester and Cheltenham.
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The 'Solent City' example of Southampton, Portsmouth and South Hampshire seems a particularly
relevant polycentric example. Spoken about since at least the 1960s, and with a number of quasiinstitutional forms (e.g. South Coast Metropole, PUSH, now Solent LEP), the concept has never been
progressed whole-heartedly and coherently. Whilst it has happened anyway, it has arguably been
sub-optimal for both the two cities and their hinterlands.
Internationally, Budapest, Malmo-Copenhagen, Minneapolis-St Paul are each interesting examples of
urban areas that are immeasurably stronger planning growth and promoting themselves collectively,
whilst having distinctive, different characters and municipal governance.
The Cyberpark will benefit from learning the lessons of a number of Southern Science Parks in
locations on the edges of Oxford, Cambridge, perhaps Bristol & Bath, Adastral Park (Ipswich), and
many others. It is also worth considering the lessons of the 'innovation district' model which has been
progressed by AMRC on the edge of Sheffield.
The case studies for the other ideas are more difficult to identify at this early stage of their
conceptualisation. However, there are good examples of contemporary master-planning major
residential and employment developments in suburban and parkland settings in the US (e.g. The
Woodlands, Texas), China, and the aforementioned current UK Garden Towns developments.
There shall undoubtedly be further read-across as the G2050 concepts evolve - but, at the current
level of specificity, it is more purposeful to proceed with the qualitative appraisal of the profiles using
the draft Validity Framework. This may then reveal specific issues on which further case study
analysis may be sought.
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Chapter Two: Applying and testing the framework
Introduction: In this Chapter, we set out how the Validity Framework outlined in Chapter One might
be used by G2050 going forward. It is then tested at preliminary appraisal level on six profiles of the
major ideas the G2050 work has identified as meriting further development.
Applying the framework: The strengths of the framework as designed is that it can be deployed
both as a qualitative checklist for G2050 strategy, and also as a technical tool for design, appraisal and
evaluation of specific interventions, projects and programmes.

Validity
framework
architecture

The hierarchy of
indicators

Design and
development tool

•articulates headline G2050
ambitions/type of place
Gloucestershire wishes to
become in the long-term
•a Communications tool for
gaining ownership and buy-in

•a qualitative tool for preliminary
appraisal of major interventions
•part of process of determining
priorities between and across
different thematic intervention
strategies

•Part of the strategic options appraisal
for business case development of
specific investments
•A key strategic component of an
overall 'Delivery Framework' (e.g.
Green Book and logical framework)

This is illustrated in the figure opposite.
The choice of 'pillars' for the framework 'magnet', innovative, skilled, prosperous,
inclusive, healthy, connected and sustainable
supports the emerging G2050 narrative. It
provides the intellectual underpinning to the sort
of place Gloucestershire aspires to be, with a high
weighting for attracting and retaining young,
wealth-creating people.
Each of the eight pillars suggest two high level
indicators of achievement. These are specific
enough to enable strategic prioritisation ranking
of projects and programmes to be undertaken.
However, they are also broad enough to deter
'pet strategies' by specific interest groups.
The validity framework can also be used at a more
granular level as part of a 'Treasury Green Book'
or equivalent process in design and development
of specific projects. It provides the 'strategic case'
within an overall Gloucestershire delivery
framework (e.g. of strategic, economic, financial,
commercial and management considerations).

As a preliminary framework, we expect G2050 teams and partners to adapt and evolve the framework
over time - perhaps adding or removing pillars, adjusting weightings, changing measures of
achievement as the G2050 narrative and initiatives progress. However, the overall architecture
adopted enables this flexibility, which we consider to be one of the strengths of this approach.
Testing the framework: We have tested the framework on the profiles provided by G2050 on the
six 'concepts' they have identified for step-change in the county - 'Supercity', Cyberpark, Cotswold
Airport, Cotswold Water Park, Lydney-Sharpness Bridge, Regional Parks.
The results of our 'first pass' of these concepts, together with a brief commentary on each, appears on
the six pages below:
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Validity framework: "SUPERCITY"
Thematic
Measure
MAGNET
COUNTY

Score

Rationale for impact

10
HIGH

37%

37

INNOVATIVE
COUNTY
SKILLED
COUNTY

10
HIGH

 Cities tend to attract and retain  Long-term political commitment
 Ensure appropriate homes and infrastructure
younger demographics
offers for Magnet County demographics
 Strong
planning
and
property
 Many key investments are HE and frameworks, but flexibility in their  Creative City design and development, including
higher level skills related
application
'soft' infrastructure and services
 NIMBYISM/Community ownership
 Complexity and sequencing
 City agglomeration encourages  Need to ensure a well-founded and  Strong innovation and local industrial strategies
innovation and enterprise
effective innovation eco-system
with intervention and delivery capabilities

9%

9
4.5

5
+VE

 Need a fit-for-purpose education and skills
system - literally from school to adult and
workforce skills - with as seamless a ladder of
progression as possible
 Wider programmes to raise aspirations of
existing workforce and residents
 Getting the housing market right
 Focus of business support on higher value and
scale-up businesses

9%

PROSPEROUS
COUNTY

9%

4.5

INCLUSIVE
COUNTY
HEALTHY
COUNTY

-5
-VE

 Cities tend to attract and retain  Need compelling overall offer to attract
talent
and retain talent
 Specified interventions tend to be  Major re-skilling challenges of existing
higher-level skills related
workforce/residents
 Risks of out-commuterism if local supply
of jobs and opportunities is inadequate
 Specified interventions will create  Risks of pensioners and/or existing
many high values jobs
residents missing out
 Need to retain affordability to live and
work in Supercity
 Creative cities tend to increase  Currently no mitigation within profile
inequalities without mitigation
 Synergies/relations to rest of county

 Strong emphasis on inclusive growth
programmes and ladders of progression

9%

-4.5

9%

9

CONNECTED
COUNTY

5
+VE

9%

4.5

SUSTAINABLE
COUNTY

0
NEUTRAL

 Need to build in inclusive county offer to  Ensure 'healthy living' (e.g. leisure, lifestyle,
prevent increasing health inequalities
public health) is integral to Supercity design and
delivery
 Well-designed urban mobility systems
 Future proof T&I design
 Dependence
on
national/regional  Prepare business cases to improve metrotransport and infrastructure investments
connectivity
 Richer demographic can increase  Build in carbon neutrality and smart energy
demand on and for resources
principles into Supercity design
 Ensure 'green lung' policies and access to
countryside works

9%

0

TOTAL

5
+VE

10
HIGH

 Magnet demographic tends to be
healthy; and profile includes
new/improved medical facilities
 Critical mass and density
improves
opportunities
for
connectivity within and external
 Cities can be more sustainable
 Potential loss of green space

Risks, issues assumptions

Design principles to improve impact

Weight Score

64
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Validity framework: "SUPERCITY" - commentary
Content: The creation of a credible UK 'Supercity' hits most of the framework's measures well. Note,
for 'top-10' as mentioned in the profile, in population terms this will require over 500,000 residents by
2050. The profile identifies many key investments that can drive the initiative (e.g. Cyberpark, medical
school etc.), and has a physical sense of how it would be progressed.
On the assumption of enduring and effective G2050 leadership and commitment, the major Supercity
risks concern:





getting the buy-in of existing communities and the wider county
ensuring inclusive growth and sustainability interventions are integral
having robust but flexible physical frameworks for Supercity design and development but NOT
at the expense of the 'softer' ecosystems that will make the city work well
relations and connectivity with the rest of the county and with the major 'metros' - especially
London and Thames Valley; Bristol/Cardiff; and Birmingham/West Midlands

There are strategies for mitigating these risks and maximising beneficial impact that can be built into
the design and development of the concept.
In summary, Supercity is a strong, persuasive transformer and can be a credible anchor for G2050.
Process: The validity framework appears to work well in the Supercity case. It can certainly help craft
and communicate the narrative of why this progresses G2050 ambitions for a county that is a magnet
for young talent. It also articulates benefits for all of Gloucestershire residents and businesses having
the opportunity for genuine city living and working in the county.
It also works qualitatively in helping to identify and analyse some of the risks and omissions of a
Supercity focus. This will assist in prioritising and designing interventions that can mitigate them. The
validity framework can form the foundations of the strategic components of a wider delivery
framework for specific projects seeking Government or other investor support.
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Validity framework: "CYBER PARK"
Thematic
Measure
MAGNET
COUNTY

Score

Rationale for impact

10
HIGH

INNOVATIVE
COUNTY

10
HIGH

SKILLED
COUNTY

10
HIGH

PROSPEROUS
COUNTY

10
HIGH

INCLUSIVE
COUNTY

0
NEUTRAL

 High value, high tech activity leads to  Difficulties recruiting people with
attraction and retention of skilled
sufficient skills
young people
 Competition from other high tech
hubs in bigger cities
 Businesses on the park will be high  Difficulties in attracting businesses to
tech and invest in R&D
set up or relocate from other
innovation rich areas
 People working on the park will be  As for magnet county
highly skilled
 Insufficient skills locally mean that
workers commute in and out from
other places
 Well paid jobs are created
 As for magnet and innovative country
 Highly productive businesses
 Is there a risk of long run relocation or
redistribution of some GCHQ
functions?
 Insufficient skills in the local  Jobs are filled by in-migrants and
population to secure jobs
commuters

HEALTHY
COUNTY
CONNECTED
COUNTY

0
NEUTRAL

SUSTAINABLE
COUNTY
TOTAL

0
NEUTRAL

5
+VE

Risks, issues assumptions

Design principles to improve impact

Weight Score

 Develop a wider offer beyond just job
opportunities to include quality of life,
affordable and attractive housing offer etc.

37%

37

 Develop a clear innovation ‘offer’ with
links/access to world leading research

9%

9

 As for magnet county
 Develop strategies to ensure a sustainable skills
pipeline working with schools and colleges

9%

9

 As for magnet and innovative country

9%

9

 Skills strategies for local people, adults as well
as young people
 Bridge programmes to retrain people working
in other industries
 Entry level jobs with progression opportunities
 No net change (+ or -) on health  Impact of new health facilities is offset  Develop preventative as well as therapeutic
outcomes
by increased demand on services
services to reduce demand

9%

0

9%

0

 New facilities result in better  Connections to other key hubs  Joined up leadership to lobby for better
transport and cyber connectivity
(London, Bristol, Birmingham) do not connections to places beyond the county
improve
 No net change (+ or -) on  Sustainability measures offset by  Ensure new developments include resource
environmental sustainability
increased demand/use
efficiency measures

9%

4.5

9%

0
68.5
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Validity framework: "CYBER PARK" - commentary
Content: The proposed Cyber Park scores well on this validity exercise. It is an ambitious but realistic
proposition, building on existing USPs in Cyber Security which is likely to continue to be a growth
industry for the foreseeable future. As it is described the proposal certainly has strong potential to
realise ambitions for growth, innovation, prosperity, productivity and skills development – all of which
will contribute to the realisation of the ‘magnet county’ vision for Gloucestershire.
On the assumption of enduring and effective Gloucestershire2050 leadership and commitment, the
major risks concern:







difficulties in attracting people with sufficient skills to remain in or relocate to the area due to
general skills shortages and/or the lure of bigger cities which have a more cosmopolitan offer
for young, mobile, high earners
attracting businesses to relocate or start up on the park if there is not a sufficient density of
skilled employees and research activity
ensuring the Cyber Park does not become a dislocated ‘island’ of highly skilled employment
with workers commuting in and out from outside the county which will negatively impact on
congestion and carbon emissions and deliver minimal benefits for local people in terms of
improved prosperity and skills
given that cyber security is not (currently) a research strength in local HE institutions, the
challenge of attracting and establishing a world class research facility on the site will need to
be carefully considered
there is an assumption that GCHQ will remain in Cheltenham indefinitely. Does any
consideration need to be given to long term Government relocation options and/or a move to
a more distributed pattern of GCHQ functions?

The Cyber Park proposal needs to ensure it is underpinned by joined up strategies in terms of ensuring
a skilled cohort of workers, business attraction and research facilities. In order to compete with the
attractions of other places for young skilled people a strong lifestyle offer needs to be developed which
links housing, nature and quality of life components with jobs and career opportunities. Furthermore
there need to be long term initiatives targeting schools, colleges and adults working in other, lower
value sectors to ensure a sufficient pipeline of local people with the skills needed for Cyber Park
businesses.
In summary, Cyber Park fits well within the G2050 vision and the Supercity concept in particular. It has
the potential to deliver significant impacts if it can build a compelling ‘offer’ to attract the right
businesses and people and build indigenous skills to ensure longer term sustainability and inclusivity.
Process: The validity framework works well as a tool to provide a high level appraisal of Cyber Park
and has highlighted a number of risk issues and design principles that will need to be addressed before
developing the proposition into a delivery programme.
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Validity framework: "COTSWOLD AIRPORT"
Thematic
Measure
MAGNET
COUNTY

Score

Rationale for impact

0
NEUTRAL

37%

0

INNOVATIVE
COUNTY
SKILLED
COUNTY

5
+VE

 Successful regions need a viable  Evidence of demand not examined
 Needs proper robust feasibility and demand
regional airport
 Regional Airports needs exemplary studies - including proper business targeting and
surface access
 Enables tourist, export industry
surface connectivity
and business partnerships
 Competition from other airports and no  As configured is probably not a top priority
(reference to improved access to LHR, BHX, BRS)
recognition in national Airport policy
 Successful regional airports act  That the airport is successful rather than  Focus on developing uses and linkages to
as hubs for innovative clusters
marginal or white elephant
innovation cluster on estate or nearby

9%

4.5

 Education and skills development need to
accommodate Airport requirements

9%

4.5

PROSPEROUS
COUNTY

5
+VE

 Need to focus strongly on niche uses, quality of
user experience, local multipliers

9%

4.5

INCLUSIVE
COUNTY

0
NEUTRAL

 Successful regional airports can  Success of the airport
increase demand for higher
skills at airport and associated
businesses
 Airport development may  Evidence of demand not yet determined
increase GVA if successful
 Connectivity is a key success factor in
regional airports
 Could create new service jobs  Volumes of jobs likely to be low for
and support tourism businesses
several decades

9%

0

HEALTHY
COUNTY
CONNECTED
COUNTY

0
NEUTRAL

 No clear rationale in pen  No clear rationale or linkages
pictures

 Local employment programmes
 Major tourism promotion to generate route
development and footfall
 Unlikely to be a major rationale for project

9%

0

5
+VE

 Route development activity to increase demand
 Strong surface access transport improvements

9%

4.5

SUSTAINABLE
COUNTY

-5
-VE

 Explicitly designed to improve  Needs excellent surface and air
international connectivity
connectivity to succeed
 Surface access investment has
wider benefits for Cotswold
 Airports have poor credentials  Not in particularly good location for major
for increasing sustainability
local users in Supercity
 As in Magnet and Innovative County risks

 Build in carbon neutrality, strong surface transit
and smart energy principles
 Substitution of LHR, BHX, BRS journeys?

9%

-4.5

TOTAL

5
+VE

Risks, issues assumptions

Design principles to improve impact

Weight Score

13.5
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Validity framework: "COTSWOLD AIRPORT" - commentary
Content: The creation of a credible, successful regional airport for Gloucestershire increases the
infrastructure and offer of the county in national competitiveness and international market terms.
However, given the current high level summary of the pen picture it is very difficult to appraise. The
profile makes a number of general assertions but fails to identify/specify the key investments that can
drive the initiative, and has little physical sense of how it would be progressed. For instance, for the
airport estate itself, how much physical investment is required? Or are the early actions more of a route
development and demand stimulation character? What are the key surface access requirements? What
are the key markets and niches in which and to which the airport would operate? How would
investment in a local airport compare to increasing ease and speed of access to existing more major
airports? Given the very long-term timeframes of G2050, what would be the preferred solution if, for
instance, Oxford expands significantly, or mainstream aircraft up to 200 passengers become much
more able to use very short runways (by 2018 standards), etc?
On the assumption of enduring and effective G2050 leadership and commitment, the Cotswold Airport
requires:



a major feasibility study and demand exercises. Any eventual business case is likely to require
comparison with alternative options like improved access to LHR, BHX and/or BRS.
a much more detailed sense of how it fits into the long run development and growth
requirements of Cotswold, and into the overall G2050 narrative. In this sense the coupling
with Cotswold Water Park is sensible. However, the linkages to Supercity need elaboration.
(e.g. an EU 2015 study into secondary airports) that suggests smaller airports are more likely
to be successful if they are near/well connected to urban hubs. E.g. Tees Valley vs
Newcastle, Prestwick vs. Glasgow Airport).

In summary, Cotswold Airport is at an early stage in its thinking and requires considerable development
work to become a credible anchor for the G2050 vision.
Process: The validity framework works satisfactorily in the Supercity case. It can help to craft and
communicate the narrative of why the Airport might be an important component of G2050 ambitions,
but is limited due to the very high level of detail currently available for the concept.
However, we can anticipate it will work well when greater detail becomes available.
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Validity framework: "COTSWOLD WATER PARK"
Thematic
Measure
MAGNET
COUNTY

Score

Rationale for impact

5
+VE

 International
Conference  Evidence of demand - especially for major  Needs to be part of wider County visitor
centre and an active leisure conference destination - not examined
economy transformation strategy, creating
recreation area can be a major  Has older as well as younger visitor offer
synergies across different areas and offers
pull for Magnet County  Relies partly on Wiltshire
 Needs proper feasibility and demand studies for
residents and businesses
individual components

37%

18.5

INNOVATIVE
COUNTY

5
+VE

9%

4.5

SKILLED
COUNTY

5
+VE

9%

4.5

PROSPEROUS
COUNTY
INCLUSIVE
COUNTY

5
+VE

 Can act as a catalyst for tourism  Planning and property frameworks for  Focus on developing uses and linkages to
and leisure innovation
major change in lakes & built environment innovation cluster on estate or nearby
 Might just increase existing types of users
or commuter/retiree residential uses
 No explicit skills dimensions in  Commuter/residential uses will reduce  Education and skills development needs to be
profile but should increase
skills impact
integral to development of the concept
numbers and types of jobs
 Tourism/leisure jobs can be lower skilled
 Should increase and spread  As in Magnet and innovative County risks  Need to focus strongly on higher value uses, and
GVA and income to Cotswolds  Might be highly seasonal/part-time?
niche conference/event markets

9%

4.5

9%

-4.5

HEALTHY
COUNTY
CONNECTED
COUNTY

5
+VE

 Waterpark is likely to market  Demand issues above
 Local employment programmes
itself
as
an
‘exclusive’  Jobs created for local people likely to be  Major tourism and events promotion to
destination
relatively low value
generate activity and local linkages
 A clear part of the county's  Lack of ease of access and public usage for  Ensure connectivity to rest of county - both in
active and health living offers
other county residents
transport and usage terms

9%

4.5

9%

4.5

SUSTAINABLE
COUNTY

0
NEUTRAL

 Positive linkages to Cotswold  Whether the transport improvements can  Needs to be key component of integrated
Airport and national waterways be delivered without the step change of development strategy for Cotswold and wider
issues like A417, railway etc.
 Not clear on road and rail massive conference venue/hotel
improvements required
 Could be major improvement  Major lake reconfigurations and usage  Build in carbon neutrality, smart energy and
but existing environment is increases can diminish environment and connectivity principles into design
sensitive.
increase pressures on sustainability

9%

0

TOTAL

-5
-VE

5
+VE

Risks, issues assumptions

Design principles to improve impact

Weight Score

36.5
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Validity framework: "COTSWOLD WATER PARK" - commentary
Content: Both the Cotswolds in general and Cotswold Water Park in particular are already existing
brands of some strength. It is sensible for G2050 to consider how to leverage these in the long run. The
Cotswold Water Park concept is well-founded at a high level - i.e. maximise the leisure and visitor
economy benefits whilst introducing a major new usage (the 5 star large-scale conference venue). It
brings transformation to the South of the County which is helpful in breadth and spread-terms. At the
same time, the profile also identifies a number of easier steps that can be taken in the short term to
build momentum (e.g. the connections to national waterways etc.).
On the assumption of enduring and effective Gloucestershire2050 leadership and commitment, the
major risks concern:






the large scale conference/event market is notoriously difficult to enter, and is increasingly
focused on major cities. Niche markets are possible, but highly competitive, and might not be
of the scale (and all-year) to deliver the transformation sought. A specific exercise is required
to understand the markets and identify credible strategies for Gloucestershire to enter them
the reconfiguration of the lakes and the creation of a large single body of water is inevitably a
major complex challenge. I would require enduring political commitment and strong
management technically and in stakeholder relationship terms to deliver change at scale
demand issues are key and need further examination/feasibility
connectivity from the Supercity (and elsewhere) is actually quite poor

The profile needs a major exercise to flesh out long term vision, medium-term strategies, and feasibility
of the initial 5-10 year investment and development programme
In summary, Cotswold Water Park is a transformer that merits major development work - probably
within an overall exercise paired with the Airport, and for Cotswold District as a whole.
Process: The validity framework appears to work well for Cotswold Water Park. It has helped to make
a strong case for an overarching exercise for Cotswold District, and then some specific feasibility and
development work for the Water Park. It also articulates requirements for all of Gloucestershire
residents and businesses to benefit from the concept.
It works qualitatively in helping to identify and analyse some of the risks and omissions of the concept.
In some senses it separates the 1000 room, 5 star hotel, conference venue which is highly speculative
from the rest of the concept - and this is quite helpful.
We can be fairly confident the framework will assist in design and appraisal of individual components
of the concept, and can form the foundations of the strategic components of a wider delivery
framework for major projects seeking Government or other investor support.
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Validity framework: "LYDNEY-SHARPNESS BRIDGE"
Thematic
Measure
MAGNET
COUNTY

Score

Rationale for impact

0
Neutral

INNOVATIVE
COUNTY

5
+VE

SKILLED
COUNTY

5
+VE

PROSPEROUS
COUNTY

5
+VE

INCLUSIVE
COUNTY

10
HIGH

HEALTHY
COUNTY

5
+VE

CONNECTED
COUNTY

10
HIGH

SUSTAINABLE
COUNTY

0
NEUTRAL

 Market town environment is  Requires appropriate quality and scale of
not necessarily attractive to housing that would appeal to young
target demographic
wealth creators and their families
 Needs connectivity to ‘Supercity’ and/or
good local job opportunities and other
amenities
 Potential for new growth  Developments at Berkeley don’t go ahead
potential
businesses
at
– business base remains the same
Berkeley linked to Hinkley Point
 Innovative SMEs employ skilled  Good education raises aspirations and
people
skills
 Jobs provide progression opportunities
 Innovative SMEs employing  Without complementary strategies for
skilled people in good jobs
housing, transport, education and skills,
business development etc. the bridge
could be a white elephant
 People in Forest of Dean have  Risk that high quality housing and lifestyle
access to new and better jobs, offer just attracts commuters if
new markets etc.
sufficiently high quality jobs and
businesses are not created locally
 Increased access to Forest of  Increased population may put strain on
Dean
active
leisure health services
opportunities
 New and improved routeway  Improved connectivity leads to more out
between Lydney and Sharpness
commuting with little impact on the local
economy
 Positive environmental impact  Commuting is car based, increasing
of regeneration projects at
congestion at pinch points
Berkeley are offset by increased
emissions

TOTAL

Risks, issues assumptions

Design principles to improve impact

Weight Score

 Ensure adequate housing offer and other subregional offer for the target demographic (good
quality schools, culture and leisure amenities etc.)
 Design in connectivity to the ‘Supercity’ to appeal
to commuters

37%

0

 Business development programme targeting both
sides of the river to help existing and new
businesses to innovate and grow
 Ensure there is a skills strategy which covers the
education and working lifecourse

9%

4.5

9%

4.5

 Need to ensure a high quality lifestyle offer to
encourage people and businesses to locate in the
area

9%

4.5

 Joined up economic development strategies to
ensure there are business and job opportunities
locally

9%

9.0

 Ensure plans to scale up health services are in
place

9%

4.5

 Early transport modelling activities to understand
potential impacts of the bridge

9%

9.0

 Include alternative transport strategies – e.g.
public transport, cycle ways
 Ensure businesses and jobs are local

9%

0

36
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Validity framework: "LYDNEY-SHARPNESS BRIDGE" - commentary
Content: A crossing over the Severn Estuary could provide an important connection point between
districts, and particularly for the Forest of Dean which has suffered from economic decline in recent
years. Improved connectivity may attract young ‘wealth creators’ to relocate from larger urban
conurbations (particularly young families) so long as the related services and amenities they require
are also available. Regeneration projects at Berkeley linked to Hinkley Point could ensure that this
crossing becomes a strategically important piece of infrastructure for the economic development of
the area.

On the assumption of enduring and effective Gloucestershire2050 leadership and commitment, the
major risks concern:





the danger that a new piece of transport infrastructure leads to increased daily commuting
out of the area for work which has a downward drag on the local economy and leads to
increased congestion and pollution
without a sufficiently attractive and holistic work and lifestyle offer (housing, education, jobs
cultural and social venues etc.) for the target demographic it does not lead to attraction and
retention of young, skilled people
projects at Berkeley don’t happen or don’t happen on a sufficient scale to create demand for
skilled jobs
the expansion of the economic offer (especially visitor economy) in Forest of Dean is not
significant enough to realise major benefits from the bridge

The proposal needs to be expanded to ensure it becomes more than ‘just’ a construction project and
addresses wider issues of housing development and planning, education and skills, business support
etc. Perhaps the project could be re-branded as a wider economic development plan of which the
bridge is just one (but a very important) component.
In summary, in order to ensure the benefits of G2050 are felt as widely as possible throughout the
county there is certainly a strong case to be made for some activities to be targeted specifically at
improving economic conditions for the Forest of Dean.
Process: The validity framework appears to work reasonably well for the bridge proposal. It has
highlighted the need to address a range of wider economic development issues as part of any further
project planning. It also is clear that if some of these were effectively addressed the project would
score considerably higher.
The bridge in many ways is the least speculative of all the proposed projects, though as the exercise
highlights, without read across to a range of local strategies it is unlikely to significantly contribute to
the core ambitions of the project and G2050 more broadly.
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Validity framework: "REGIONAL PARKS"
Thematic
Measure
MAGNET
COUNTY

Score

Rationale for impact

5
+VE

37%

18.5

INNOVATIVE
COUNTY
SKILLED
COUNTY
PROSPEROUS
COUNTY
INCLUSIVE
COUNTY

0
NEUTRAL

 Regional parks are a key component of  Ensuring the parks are seen as an  Marketing and promotion strategies to
the ‘Supercity’ offer by providing high
integral part of the Supercity ‘offer’
integrate nature and leisure destinations with
quality leisure and lifestyle assets
 Parks are quick and easy to access overall place marketing
from urban hubs
 No direct impacts anticipated
 Jobs and businesses created are of  Could have an indirect impact by being part of
relatively low value, low productivity
a broader offer for people and businesses to
locate in the county
 Targeted support to help tourism and leisure
businesses become more innovative and
productive

9%

0

9%

0

9%

0

 Skills development programmes for workers
 Develop multi use strategies to mitigate
seasonality

9%

4.5

HEALTHY
COUNTY

10
HIGH

9

5
+VE

9%

4.5

SUSTAINABLE
COUNTY

5
+VE

 Certain groups have low usage due to  Work with health service on initiatives such as
cost, lack of access etc.
social prescribing
 Good public transport links to parks
 Bridge doesn’t go ahead
 Ensure links to Supercity and bridge
propositions
 Green corridors are not well used and
not fit for purpose
 Increased traffic and use of parks has  Good public transport links and non-vehicle
negative environmental impacts
route ways to minimise car usage

9%

CONNECTED
COUNTY

 Building a regional parks brand and
increased use and demand from new
residents leads to new business and
job opportunities
 High quality nature and leisure
facilities encourage increased activity
and exercise
 Green
corridors
and
LydneySharpness
bridge
facilitate
connections to parks
 Creation of managed wetlands
increases biodiversity and supports
flood management

9%

4.5

TOTAL

0
NEUTRAL
0
NEUTRAL
5
+VE

Risks, issues assumptions

 Jobs are insecure, seasonal, low paid

Design principles to improve impact

Weight Score

41.0
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Validity framework: "REGIONAL PARKS" - commentary
Content: The regional parks are already an important part of Gloucestershire’s brand and offer, both
as a tourist destination and as a place to live which have arguably been under promoted up to now.
Further development of park facilities to include sports, leisure and lifestyle activities coupled with
efficient access routes could create an important USP for urban centres to compete with other places
as an attractive destination to live and work.
On the assumption of enduring and effective Gloucestershire2050 leadership and commitment, the
major risks concern:





insufficiently join up of the parks offer to other proposed initiates
bridge doesn’t go ahead, green corridors are not fit for purpose which leads to congestion or
under use
services and activities are not targeted at/accessible to the wider community
not explained how 'regional parks' complement and relate to the Cotswolds as a more
nationally recognised brand, tourist area and breakout space for Supercity

In summary, the regional parks should be seen as a core part of other developments (especially if the
Lydney-Sharpness Bridge goes ahead). Successful marketing and development of these sites to provide
a clear and coherent leisure and lifestyle offer for residents as well as visitors could provide important
distinctiveness for G2050.
Process: The validity framework has highlighted a number of areas that could impact on the success
of the regional parks that need to be considered in tandem with any developments. It also strongly
endorses the coupling with the new bridge as one of the major complementary themes necessary to
make the two concepts successful.
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Test conclusions: We consider the framework performed well as a preliminary appraisal tool in this
test. It is easy to use, provides a helpful checklist for strategic insight, and delivered intuitively sensible
results.
We recognise absolutely caveats with this exercise. First, results should not be determined solely by
external consultants. The framework will benefit from application and deliberation by G2050 role
players. Second, the profiles on which the framework was applied are of varied levels of detail and all
of them need further elaboration. Third, a preliminary strategic appraisal might not be replicable for
more granular strategic, programme or project management purposes. Fourth, a Validity Framework
is only part of overall delivery appraisal - which must consider shorter term issues such as
affordability/value-for-money, capacity to deliver, community and stakeholder support etc.
Nevertheless, we are relatively confident that this represents a reasonable draft on which to build.
In terms of the insights the exercise delivers, these are presented in the Executive Summary as:
Transformer

Total
Comments
Score/100

Supercity

64

Cyberpark

68.5

Regional Parks

41.0

Lydney-Sharpness
Bridge

36

Cotswold Airport

13.5

Cotswold
Park

Water 36.5

 Envisages the planned growth of Cheltenham and Gloucester as a coherent 'top20' UK conurbation
 A genuine, credible, strong transformer with a number of specific investment
anchors (including Cyberpark) already identified
 Beyond the obvious complexity, planning and property frameworks, further issues
to be addressed include inclusivity (e.g. benefits for existing residents), city
'culture' (in its broadest senses), connectivity and relationships both within county
and to UK/global metros
 Already ongoing, and builds on existing County USPs. Anchored by a ‘district’ of the
Supercity which scales up GCHQ impact and related opportunities.
 Key issues include ensuring this does not become a self-contained, exclusive
enclave; attracting and retaining talent at the scale required to be internationally
significant; and spreading positive impact and multipliers across the county
 Seeks to increase the roles, functions, profile and reputation of Severn Vale and
Forest of Dean as key components of the Gloucestershire offer
 Important component of ensuring that these areas do participate in and benefit
from overall G2050 approach. Probably requires bridge (see below) to be credible,
but current lack of detail and specificity.
 Need to address risks of commuterism and/or focus on predominantly lower value
business and jobs in these areas
 A bridge to better connect Forest of Dean to rest of county, and to create synergies
for Regional Parks, Supercity etc.
 The bridge is an enabler and can only be a transformer with major investments as
in Regional Parks
 The development of a major regional airport for Gloucestershire
 Scores poorly because of the low degree of specificity in the current profile, with
no credible evidence of demand, and no consideration of alternative options (e.g.
improving connectivity to existing airports)
 An existing brand/offer with considerable strengths - seeks to remodel and
develop as an international venue for visits, conferences, events etc.
 Need to separate International Conference Venue ambition (highly speculative)
from wider Water Park development (which has considerable potential)
 Challenging to deliver major physical remodelling - particularly to stimulate
demand of national and international scale and quality

There is an implicit 'hierarchy' in the transformers. This makes the 'coupling' proposed in the profiles
presented to LK/DM compelling.
Cyberpark is anchored physically by a 'district' in Supercity, albeit the concept might be extended to
spokes across the wider county. The new bridge is an enabler and driver for Regional Parks - and may
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be a precondition for successful development of the concept. The Airport is a prominent component
of the Water Park concept - although perhaps not a precondition.
What is clear is that, alongside a detailed specification and master-planning representation of
Supercity, both Forest of Dean/Severn Vale and Cotswold District need their own detailed area-based
master-planning and 'futures' exercises.
At a more granular level, the analysis also provides useful risk/issues and design principles observations
on the individual ideas. For instance, how does Supercity build in inclusivity and strong benefits for
existing residents of Cheltenham, Gloucester and Tewkesbury? Should Cyberpark be more than a
physical campus neighbouring GCHQ? What should be the balance between commuterism and
indigenous business growth in the two 'Park' concepts?
It also raises questions on the relationship of Gloucestershire to other areas - both in terms of crude
connectivity and more fundamentally for issues like commuter flows, synergies and competitiveness.
Improvements in existing connectivity to London, Thames Valley, existing airports (LHR, BRS, BHX), and
along the M5 corridor should be a core part of the G2050 ambition.
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Appendix One: Indices and methodologies considered
1 Magnet Cities: This is an approach development by consultancy group KPMG1. It looks at how
smaller cities can reverse decline and reinvent themselves to become ‘magnets’ for young wealth
creators and growth performance that matches or outstrips national averages. They evidence their
findings through nine in-depth international case studies of cities that have become magnet cities.
The principles or characteristics of magnet cities are:
 Driving innovation and economic growth by attracting young wealth creators
 Physical renewal through housing and downtown development and regeneration
 Development of clear city identity and brand
 Good connectivity to other places
 Generating new ideas through links with academic institutions
 Attracting inward investment, grants and funding for projects
 Strong, collaborative and driven leadership

Suitability for Gloucestershire?
Magnet Cities could provide a good benchmark for establishing the principles of what makes a
successful smaller city. There is a strong focus on ‘young wealth creators’ which resonates with a key
dimension of G2050 emphasis. While some of the principles can be measured and monitored some
more subjective. Apart from one example (Incheon Songdo in South Korea) the featured cities are well
established, so might not be appropriate for a new city. In most of the studied cities there is a high
level of devolved powers to make decisions and act which is not currently matched in all English local
governance models.

1

www.kpmg.com/uk/magnetcities
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2 Grant Thornton Vibrant Economy Index2: Another consultancy developed approach, this is at
the opposite end of the spectrum in many ways from Magnet Cities, being focused on England with
‘baskets’ of verifiable and comparable indicators (see below). In the current index Gloucestershire
authorities rank from 59th (Cheltenham) to 234th (Forest of Dean) of 324 English local authorities.

Suitability for Gloucestershire?
Some strengths of the Vibrancy Index are that it measures social and environmental as well as
economic well-being and has data (and therefore comparability) for all 324 English Local Authorities.
It is also the index of choice for MIPIM UK so may be helpful for developing an inward investment
profile. However with over 50 indicators in 6 ‘baskets’ it is quite a complex tool and not clear how
these would capture the ambitions of Vision 2050.

2

https://www.grantthornton.co.uk/insights/vibrant-economy-index/
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3 OECD Wellbeing Index3: This uses indicators based on eleven topics “central to the quality of our
lives” to measure (via an interactive website) regional well-being and compare it with 395 other OECD
regions. It also can be used to rank regions, see trends over time and understand how large disparities
are across regions.

Suitability for Gloucestershire?
The Well-being Index provides comparability with regions worldwide (though this might not be
necessarily seen as a particular strength). The index includes quantifiable including wellbeing and
quality of life indicators, although indicators for environment are limited to air pollution. It has only 13
indicators, so is less complex than other indices while still providing robust, objective measurement.
However it lacks indicators on quality of jobs and demographic characteristics, both of which are import
to measure Vision 2050 impacts/outcomes.

3

https://www.oecdregionalwellbeing.org/assets/downloads/Regional-Well-Being-User-Guide.pdf
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4 EU Sustainable Cities Platform4: The Sustainable Cities Platform supports the Basque Declaration
which outlines new pathways for European Cities and Towns to create productive, sustainable and
resilient cities for a liveable and inclusive Europe and aims to support and accelerate socio-cultural,
socio-economic and technological transformation. It outlines a set of principles or ambitions rather
than a set of quantifiable indicators.

Suitability for Gloucestershire?
The Sustainable Cities Platform is useful in terms of its focus on ‘transformation’ and forward looking
ambitions or principles. However it is perhaps more applicable to existing cities which can establish a
benchmark or baseline at the beginning of the process of becoming a sustainable city. Some of the
principles are subjective and/or lack quantifiable indicators.

4

http://www.sustainablecities.eu/
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5 European Smart Cities5: Developed in cooperation with different partners and projects financed
by private and public actors, it aims to provide an integrated approach to profile and benchmark
European medium-sized cities in order to be a tool for effective learning in the field of urban
development and innovation.

Suitability for Gloucestershire?
It is made up of quantifiable, objective indicators that cover a wide range of factors including
governance, civic participation, culture etc. as well as more traditional growth/economic development
ones. As a result it contains a huge number of indicators, not all of which will be relevant for the Vision
2050 ideas. Some indicators are measured at different levels (local, regional, national) which might
not be suitable for the Gloucestershire context. It is designed primarily as a ranking tool for mid-sized
(100-500k) cities.

5

http://smart-cities.eu/download/results_indicators.pdf
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6 HMT Green and Magenta Books: This outlines a process rather than a
measurement/benchmarking approach to project development and appraisal. It is relevant
throughout the life-cycle of an intervention, though usually applied to very specific, defined
interventions rather than place-based, transformative visions.

Suitability for Gloucestershire?
It is a requirement for major interventions that require Government support, so probably can’t be
avoided in the long term. It does encourage a very disciplined approach to project development with
lots of examples of ‘good practice’. It is quite technocratic and focuses mainly on ‘hard’ indicators
which might make projects with more transformative impacts harder to justify. However it does not
remove need for political value judgements and prioritisation.
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7 Logical Framework Approach: Again this is guidance for a process of project development rather
than a measurement framework, however it does require development of indicators and measures of
success. It was developed originally by international aid agencies to help design and develop
development programmes and projects.

Suitability for Gloucestershire?
It provides a robust process for understanding logic between goals and activities and is used extensively
in UK and globally both for design and for interactive participation. It is probably best suited to
individual policies, programmes and projects but might be adapted for territorial ambitions. As with
the Green/Magenta Books it does not remove need for political value judgements and prioritisation,
but it does provide the mechanisms to test/challenge them.
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